FUNDING THE $8.5 MILLION GLASS HOUSE PROJECT

Philanthropic gifts and pledges received $3,033,874
Balance to raise $5,466,126

CAMPAIGN Phases & Progress

May 15, 2019

PREPARATION
Quiet Phase:
- Construction drawings and documents complete
- Northwest corner stabilized
- Southeast corner stabilized

GOAL | $2,100,000
PROGRESS | $2,100,000

SOUTHWEST CORNER
Phase I:
- Disassemble, stabilize and reassemble this largest—and final—corner

GOAL | $1,800,000
PROGRESS | $942,284

STEEL ARMITURE
Phase II:
- Complete remaining stabilization and archaeology
- Install structural steel armiture

GOAL | $1,500,000
PROGRESS | $0

GLASS
Phase III:
- Install architectural glass where exterior walls, roof and interior floors are missing

GOAL | $2,000,000
PROGRESS | $0

INTERIOR
Phase IV:
- Install lighting and mechanical systems
- Open access to the first floor of the house to the public

GOAL | $1,000,000
PROGRESS | $0